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EVALUATION DATE: DECEMBER 7TH

I.

VERBS FOR PAST AND FUTURE
1.Read each word in the box . Write the word under PAST if tells
about past. Write the word under FUTURE if tells about the future.

shouted

will look

will talk

walked

PAST

will show
FUTURE

1.___________________

4.__________________

2.___________________

5.__________________

3.___________________

6.__________________

II. Circle the correct verb in ( ) to complete each sentence.
1. Last month Frog (plants, planted) some seeds.
2. Tomorrow Frog (will plant, planted) more seeds.
3. Last week Frog (waters, watered) the plants.
4. Next month Frog (will pick, picked) flowers again.

waited

II. VERBS AM, IS ARE, WAS AND WERE.
1. Circle the verb in each sentence. Write NOW if the sentence tells
about now. Write PAST if the sentence tells about the past.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I am a butterfly.
I was a caterpillar.
Butterflies are on the flowers.
These Bugs were little.

2. Mark the sentence that is correct.
1. ___ Karla and Sue are at the park.
2. ___ Karla and Sue is at the park.
3. ___ Karla and Sue was at the park.

4. ___ I are with the girls.
5. ___ I am with the girls.
6. ___ I is with the girls.
7. ___ A boy are on the swing.
8. ___ A boy were on the swing.
9. ___ A boy was on the swing.

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

CONTRACTIONS
1.Write the contraction on the line.

II.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I + have
_________________
he + is
_________________
we + are
_________________
it + is
_________________
you + are
_________________

2.Match the contractions.
12345-

we´ve
you´ve
she´s
that´s
they´re

you have
we have
she is
that is
they are

3.Write the contraction for the underlined words.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Geese do not stay in winter.
A raccoon does not leave.
The butterfly has not come out
Spring is not as cold as winter.

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
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l. Read the selection. Answer the questions that follow.
Changes
A butterfly lays its eggs on leaves. The eggs hatch. Baby caterpillars push their way out
of the eggs. The caterpillars eat the leaves and grow very fast. When the caterpillars
are full size, they hang form leaves. They make a pupa for their home. They change
inside it. They may wait for one week or for a few years. At last butterflies crawl out.
They dry their wings. Then fly away.
1. What hatches from butterflies´ eggs?
___ caterpillars
___butterflies
___birds

2. Why are leaves important for baby caterpillars?
___ Leaves are shade.
___ Leaves are hiding places.
___ Leaves are food.

3. What happens after the new butterflies crawl out?
___They lay eggs.
___They fly away.
___They eat leaves.

4. Write the title of the story.
_______________________________________________
5. Write the author of the story:

_________________________________________
6. The story is:
____Realistic Fiction
____Animal Fantasy
____Expository text

7. Write if the sentence is a fact or an opinion.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Butterflies are pretty.
_________________
Butterflies lay their eggs on leaves._________________
Caterpillars eat and grow.
_________________
Caterpillars have fun.
_________________

8. Draw the life Cycle of the butterfly.

